...your wayto safety
Escape-Mattress® Bariatric

Evacuation
… of obese
people
What`s an Escape-Mattress®?
The Escape-Mattress® Bariatric is designed for
Evacuating obese people (up to 300kg) in lying
position. The Escape-Mattress® Bariatric needs to
be operated by several trained persons.
Also suitable for spiral staircases.
How does an Escape-Mattress® work?
The Escape-Mattress® Bariatric can be used to
move evacuees along the floor (by using at
least 4 persons and using the additional
towing straps) and have 12 handles placed on
the sides to allow lifting and easy
maneuverability.
Advantages Escape-Mattress®:
- TÜV certified on 300KG.
- -Extra wide version.
- Made of high quality materials (fire resistance
classification M2).
- Extra-long towing straps to help operators
with improved handling practices.
- Handgrips to assist with sideways
manoeuvrability.
- Carrying people is no longer necessary.
- Ready for use within seconds.
- Safe evacuation down the stairs.
- Speed of descent is determined by the user.
- Fits into your emergency evacuation plan.
- CE certified.

Our advice:
Make sure you have an Escape-Mattress®
Bariatric available, so you can help obese
people who rely on you to be rescued safely.
Even when you need to tackle spiral staircases.
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Specifications

Escape-Mattress® Bariatric

Article number:

21080
± 200 x 86 x 2 cm
300 kg
±10 kg incl. bag








2 years

Dimensions (length x width x thick):
Maximum payload:
Weight:
Demonstration and advise provided:
Equipped with additional, movable drag straps:

Ready for use within seconds:
Speed of descent to be determined by the user:
Blood-, urine-, acid- & alkali resistant:

Fire resistance classification M2:
Equipped with headrest, body-covers & foot sack:
Including storage bag:
Warranty:
Interim changes to technical specifications and printing errors reserved.
Produced by Escape Mobility Production & Innovation: TÜV approved organization.
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